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NET INVESTMENTS 
As at December 31, 2018 (Canadian $ billions)

* Money market provides 
 funding for investments 
 in other asset classes, 
 including the LDI program.

$65.0 $77.7 $27.4 $49.6 $12.6 ($0.4) ($59.5)

Equity Fixed income Inflation
sensitive

Real assets Absolute 
return strategies

Overlay Money market*

$187.6

35% 41% 15% 26%

$15.2

Credit

8% 7% 0% -32%

TOTAL

INVESTMENT STRATEGY

Our investment strategy considers our risk profile, our plan assets and our liabilities. Our long investment time horizon supports our primary 

goal of generating the returns required to fund our members’ current and future pensions. We combine our expertise in bottom-up asset 

selection with a top-down approach to risk and portfolio construction.

In doing so, we aim to deliver on the three objectives of our strategy: 

NET ASSETS1 
As at December 31 (Canadian $ billions)
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1 Net assets include investment assets less investment liabilities (net investments), plus the receivable from the Province of Ontario, and other assets less other liabilities.

1. stable total-fund returns; 

2. value-add above our benchmarks;  

3. volatility management of the funding status. 

Proactive risk management underpins our investment strategies, including our asset-mix selection, active management of our portfolio to 

add value, diversification and balance, and our approach to liquidity management including our investment funding strategy. The investment 

strategy includes a Liability Driven Investment (LDI) program, which is designed to help manage funding ratio volatility by mitigating risk 

associated with changes to the discount rate of the plan’s pension liabilities.

In 2015, we developed our OneTeachers’ strategy to continue our evolution to a more unified, total-fund approach. We are nearing 

completion of our original OneTeachers’ goals, and are now starting to define what the next wave of innovation looks like.

Over the next three years, this strategy evolution will address the challenges in the current investment landscape, enhance our total-fund 

investment strategy and develop our global mindset strategy, with a focus on talent development and innovation.

This evolution includes the establishment of the Total Fund Management department, horizontal collaboration, and combining our top-down 

and bottom-up investing strategies to maximize our full portfolio potential and help drive resource allocation to existing and new strategies. 

It will also include a focus on determining geographical areas of focus and how we can succeed in those select markets. Core objectives will 

be to increase the diversification of our assets, developing on-the-ground talent and enhancing regional capabilities.   




